NWEA REPORTS REFERENCE

This is intended to help teachers and administrators working within BIE-funded 21st Century schools access key MAP reports and related resources. All information included is also part of standard NWEA resources.

Please note: References with an asterisk are listed Additional Resources section with web links to full resource.

1. STUDENT LEVEL REPORTS

☐ Student Progress Report
  - If Client-Server MAP, use Class Rosters link. If Web-Based MAP, use Student Progress Report link.
  - View both text and graph format, including annotations to better understand data included.
  - Share with students and parents as appropriate to discuss student progress over full duration of student taking MAP at their current school.

☐ Student Goal Setting Worksheet
  - If Client-Server MAP, use Teacher/Class Overview (part of Dynamic Reporting Suite). If using Web-based MAP, use Student Goal Setting Worksheet link.
  - If Client-Server MAP, use Guide to Using NWEA’s Dynamic Reporting Suite* to better understand data included in all DRS reports. If Web-Based, use MAP Reports Reference* to better understand this and other reports.
  - Use with students to set goals for instructional time between current MAP score and next season (BoY, MoY, or EoY, depending).

2. CLASS LEVEL REPORTS

☐ Achievement Status and Growth Report
  - If Client-Server MAP, contact your Administrator or MAP Coordinator to order this report for you and other teachers (link in Additional Resources section for instructions). If Web-Based MAP, use Achievement Status and Growth link, following prompts on screen.
  - If Client-Server MAP, use MAP Annotated Reports* to better understand included data. If Web-Based MAP, use MAP Reports Reference* to better understand included data.
  - Use ASG Reports to learn typical/average growth for students in a particular class. Indicated growth is based upon student’s grade and fall’s (BoY) RIT score as indicated by NWEA Norms*.

☐ Class Breakdown by RIT (Client-Server) or Class Breakdown by RIT/Goal Breakdown (Web-Based)
  - If Client-Server MAP, use Class Breakdown by RIT link. If Web-Based use Class Breakdown by RIT or Class Breakdown by Goal link.
  - If Client-Server MAP, use MAP Annotated Reports* to better understand included data. If Web-Based MAP, use MAP Reports Reference* to better understand included data.
  - Use Class Breakdown Reports to access DesCartes Learning Continuum, which includes learning statements for skills from which you can scaffold, instructional level skills, and skills that come next in sequence. DesCartes can be used to help make instructional adjustments as needed. (Knowledge Academy includes further learning pieces for DesCartes; see Additional Resources section)
3. SCHOOL/DISTRICT LEVEL REPORTS

☐ District Summary by Grade (Client-Server) or District Summary (Web-Based)
   □ If Client-Server, use Order Reports link to order this and other summary level reports, including
     Achievement Status and Growth Report mentioned in section 2. If Web-Based MAP, use District Summary
     Report link.
   □ If Client-Server, use MAP Annotated Reports* to better understand included data. If Web-Based MAP, use
     MAP Reports Reference* to better understand included data.
   □ Use this report to better understand performance at the grade level, over time. This report is frequently
     used to communicate higher-level data to Line Officers, School Boards, or other parties needing to be
     informed of overall school performance and improvement.

☐ School Growth Summary Report
   □ If Client-Server, use Order Reports link to order this and other summary level reports. If Web-Based, use
     School Growth Summary Report link.
   □ If Client-Server, use MAP Annotated Reports* to better understand included data. If Web-Based MAP, use
     MAP Reports Reference* to better understand included data.
   □ Use this report to better understand growth at the grade level as compared to typical/average growth as
     indicated by NWEA Norms*.

4. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

☐ Client-Server MAP – https://reports.nwea.org
   □ MAP Annotated Reports: http://www.nwea.org/support/article/968
   □ Ordering, Retrieving and Printing Summary Reports: http://www.nwea.org/support/article/1239

☐ Web-Based MAP – school specific website; please contact your MAP Coordinator if needed
   □ MAP Reports Reference: http://www.nwea.org/resources/PGM2_MAP_Reports_Reference.pdf

☐ Both Client-Server MAP and Web-Based MAP
   □ NWEA Norms Study: http://www.nwea.org/support/article/norms-study-resources
   □ Knowledge Academy (online courses and tutorials): http://www.nwea.org/knowledge-academy